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Description

FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the invention relate to filtering
of content in information centric networking (ICN) net-
works. Specifically, the embodiments relate to a method
and system of marking content objects with categories
and enabling per user content filtering in a content centric
networking (CCN) network or a named data domain
(NDN) network.

BACKGROUND

[0002] An ICN network is a conceptualization of net-
working protocol stack, in particular layers 3 and above
of a network protocol stack. The CCN network and NDN
network are particular architectures and implementation
of an ICN network. ICN networks, CCN and NDN net-
works are based on the premise of naming resources in
these networks. In particular the naming relates to the
use of a globally shared namespace for objects that al-
lows entities in these networks to retrieve any content of
interest. NDN networks and CCN networks have similar
architectures, thus for sake of clarity examples related
to CCN networks are discussed herein below.
[0003] Thus, within a CCN network a name is utilized
to identify a content object instead of an Internet Protocol
(IP) address of the content or a host of the content. In an
IP network, routing is based on host names (e.g., source
and destination addresses). In a CCN network by con-
trast, routing is based on a uniform resource identifier
(URI) or similar identifier for a content object. CCN routing
is performed hop-by-hop, using a longest prefix matching
on the CCN name. All communications seeking to access
data are framed as a request and response transaction.
A CCN client sends a message referred to as a CCN
interest to the nodes in the CCN. The nodes of the CCN
network
[0004] respond with a content object identified by a
CCN name in the CCN interest. These CCN content ob-
jects are returned via a CCN response.
[0005] All content object packets are cryptographically
signed by their initial provider. A CCN client can thus
verify the integrity and authenticity of the content even if
the packet comes from untrusted links or untrusted hosts.
As a direct effect, CCN nodes in the CCN network are
allowed to cache packets locally in a table called the con-
tent store. When a CCN network node receives a CCN
interest packet, it can check whether its local content
store has the requested content object and can send it
back if found. The look up in the content store is by the
CCN name. If the CCN name is not found in the local
content store, then the CCN interest is forwarded accord-
ing to entries for the CCN name in a forwarding informa-
tion base (FIB) of the CCN network node.
[0006] EP 2 120 419 discloses a system for facilitating
communication in a content centric network (CCN).

[0007] "A Catalog of Tools that Support Parents’ Ability
to Choose Online Content Appropriate for their Children"
L. Cranor et al. URL: http://www.research.att.com dis-
closes technologies that support parents’ ability to
choose content appropriate for their children, or address
online personal safety issues affecting children.
[0008] "Realising an application environment for infor-
mation-centric networking" Tagger B et al. ISSN:
1389-1286, discloses providing a middleware layer that
aids the development of more advanced applications for
Information-Centric Networking (ICN).

SUMMARY

[0009] A method provides for marking classifications
of content objects at a content marking node in a content
centric networking (CCN) network. The content marking
node has a network interface with a network that is sep-
arately administered from the CCN network. The method
includes receiving a content object on the network inter-
face, checking whether the content object is authentic
and there is a pending interest for the content object, and
sending a request to a content marking service to obtain
categories for the content object using a name of the
content object. The method further includes receiving a
response from the content marking service with the cat-
egories for the content object, and adding a category field
to the content object, the category field including the cat-
egories.
[0010] A network device implements the method for
marking classifications of content objects at a content
marking node in a content centric networking (CCN) net-
work. The content marking node has a network interface
with a network that is separately administered from the
CCN network. The network device includes a non-tran-
sitory computer-readable medium having stored therein
a marker module, and a network processor coupled to
the non-transitory computer-readable medium. The net-
work processor is configured to execute the marker mod-
ule. The marker module is configured to receive a content
object on the network interface, to check whether the
content object is authentic and there is a pending interest
for the content object, and to send a request to a content
marking service to obtain categories for the content ob-
ject using a name of the content object. The marker mod-
ule is further configured to receive a response from the
content marking service with the categories for the con-
tent object, and to add a category type length value (TLV)
to the content object, the category TLV including the cat-
egories.
[0011] A computing device implements a plurality of
virtual machines for implementing network function vir-
tualization (NFV). At least one virtual machine from the
plurality of virtual machines is configured to execute a
method for marking classifications of content objects at
a content marking node in a content centric networking
(CCN) network. The content marking node has a network
interface with a network that is separately administered
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from the CCN network. The computing device includes
a non-transitory computer-readable medium having
stored therein a marker module, and a processor coupled
to the non-transitory computer-readable medium. The
processor is configured to execute the virtual machine.
The virtual machine executes the marker module. The
marker module is configured to receive a content object
on the network interface, to check whether the content
object is authentic and there is a pending interest for the
content object, to send a request to a content marking
service to obtain categories for the content object using
a name of the content object. The marker module is fur-
ther configured to receive a response from the content
marking service with the categories for the content object,
and to add a category type length value (TLV) to the
content object, the category TLV including the catego-
ries.
[0012] A control plane device implements at least one
centralized control plane for a software defined network
(SDN). The centralized control plane is configured to ex-
ecute a method for marking classifications of content ob-
jects at a content marking node in a content centric net-
working (CCN) network. The content marking node has
a network interface with a network that is separately ad-
ministered from the CCN network. The control plane de-
vice includes a non-transitory computer-readable medi-
um having stored therein a marker module, and a proc-
essor coupled to the non-transitory computer-readable
medium. The network processor is configured to execute
the marker module. The marker module is configured to
receive a content object on the network interface, to
check whether the content object is authentic and there
is a pending interest for the content object, and to send
a request to a content marking service to obtain catego-
ries for the content object using a name of the content
object. The marker module is further configured to re-
ceive a response from the content marking service with
the categories for the content object, and to add a cate-
gory type length value (TLV) to the content object, the
category TLV including the categories.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The invention may best be understood by refer-
ring to the following description and accompanying draw-
ings that are used to illustrate embodiments of the inven-
tion. In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a diagram of one embodiment of a CCN
network including placement of CCN gateways and
CCN marking nodes in the CCN network.
Figure 2 is a diagram of one embodiment of an ex-
ample set of data structures maintained by a CCN
node serving as either a CCN gateway or CCN mark-
ing node.
Figure 3 is a flowchart of one embodiment of a proc-
ess for marking content objects at a CCN marking
node.

Figure 4 is a flowchart of one embodiment of the
content filtering process.
Figure 5 is a diagram of one embodiment of an ex-
ample content filtering implementation.
Figure 6 is a timing diagram demonstrating one em-
bodiment of the content marking and filtering proc-
ess.
Figure 7 is a diagram of one embodiment of a net-
work device (ND) implementing an iterative process
for content filtering and marking.
Figure 8A illustrates connectivity between network
devices (NDs) within an exemplary network, as well
as three exemplary implementations of the NDs, ac-
cording to some embodiments of the invention.
Figure 8B illustrates an exemplary way to implement
the special-purpose network device according to
some embodiments of the invention.
Figure 8C illustrates various exemplary ways in
which virtual network elements (VNEs) may be cou-
pled according to some embodiments of the inven-
tion.
Figure 8D illustrates a network with a single network
element (NE) on each of the NDs of Figure 8A.
Figure 8E illustrates an example where each of the
NDs implements a single NE (see Figure 8D), but
the centralized control plane has abstracted multiple
of the NEs in different NDs into a single NE in one
of the virtual network(s) of Figure 8D, according to
some embodiments of the invention.
Figure 8F illustrates a case where multiple VNEs are
implemented on different NDs and are coupled to
each other, and where the centralized control plane
has abstracted these multiple VNEs such that they
appear as a single VNE within one of the virtual net-
works of Figure 8D, according to some embodiments
of the invention.
Figure 9 illustrates a general purpose control plane
device including hardware comprising a set of one
or more processor(s) (which are often Commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) processors) and network inter-
face controller(s) (NICs; also known as network in-
terface cards) (which include physical NIs), as well
as non-transitory machine readable storage media
having stored therein centralized control plane
(CCP) software), according to some embodiments
of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The following description describes methods
and apparatus for marking content objects with catego-
ries to enable per user content filtering in a CCN network
at CCN gateways. The methods and apparatus enable
per user content filtering at CCN gateways while main-
taining cross user caching capabilities. NDN networks
have similar architecture, processes and structures as
those used in CCN networks. The examples and embod-
iments described herein relate to CCN networks, how-
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ever, one skilled in the art would understand that the
methods, processes, structures and functions described
herein with relation to CCN networks are also applicable
to NDN networks. In addition, many of the processes,
methods, techniques and functions would be applicable
to similar ICN networks such as network of information
(NetInf), MobilityFirst, GreenICN, PURSUIT and similar
ICN networks.
[0015] References in the specification to "one embod-
iment," "an embodiment," "an example embodiment,"
etc., indicate that the embodiment described may include
a particular feature, structure, or characteristic, but not
every embodiment may necessarily include the particular
feature, structure, or characteristic. Moreover, such
phrases are not necessarily referring to the same em-
bodiment. Further, when a particular feature, structure,
or characteristic is described in connection with an em-
bodiment, it is submitted that it is within the knowledge
of one skilled in the art to effect such feature, structure,
or characteristic in connection with other embodiments
whether or not explicitly described.
[0016] Bracketed text and blocks with dashed borders
(e.g., large dashes, small dashes, dot-dash, and dots)
may be used herein to illustrate optional operations that
add additional features to embodiments of the invention.
However, such notation should not be taken to mean that
these are the only options or optional operations, and/or
that blocks with solid borders are not optional in certain
embodiments of the invention.
[0017] In the following description and claims, the
terms "coupled" and "connected," along with their deriv-
atives, may be used. It should be understood that these
terms are not intended as synonyms for each other. "Cou-
pled" is used to indicate that two or more elements, which
may or may not be in direct physical or electrical contact
with each other, co-operate or interact with each other.
"Connected" is used to indicate the establishment of com-
munication between two or more elements that are cou-
pled with each other.
[0018] The operations in the flow diagrams will be de-
scribed with reference to the exemplary embodiments of
the other figures. However, it should be understood that
the operations of the flow diagrams can be performed by
embodiments of the invention other than those discussed
with reference to the other figures, and the embodiments
of the invention discussed with reference to these other
figures can perform operations different than those dis-
cussed with reference to the flow diagrams.

Overview

[0019] Content filtering is a functionality widely used
by administrators of public and private networks. Content
filtering implements a system for blocking certain users
of a system from accessing defined types of content such
as systems for blocking minors from accessing sexually
explicit materials. Implementing content filtering systems
can be of particular importance in operator networks or

Internet service provider networks, where operators of
these networks are sometimes compelled by national or
state laws to implement content filtering, e.g., content
filtering for parental control.
[0020] For this purpose, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) built a protocol called Internet Content Ad-
aptation Protocol (ICAP) which is defined in RFC 3507.
In this architecture, a content filtering engine analyzes
content requests forwarded by the ICN network. The con-
tent filtering engine detects the uniform resource locators
(URLs) that are sent in a request to the ICAP server that
executes the content filtering engine and sends a re-
sponse with the categories those URLs belong to.
[0021] The content filtering engine then processes the
response sent by the ICAP server to check if the user
that generated the request is allowed to receive the re-
quested content. That decision is based on subscriber
information associated with the user that is retrieved ei-
ther from an lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP)
server, an Authentication, Authorization and Accounting
(AAA) node via remote authentication dial in user service
(RADIUS), or from a policy and charging rules function
(PCRF) via a Gx interface. Each of these methods are
currently used in mobile networks to exchange subscrib-
er information. In addition, this same architecture can be
also used in fixed networks with equivalent nodes such
as a border network gateway (BNG).
[0022] To be able to apply content filtering, the content
filtering engine needs to know who each user of the net-
work is and what categories of content they are permitted
to access. In mobile networks, this problem is solved fol-
lowing the third generation partnership project (3GPP)
standard 32.426 where the standard describes the attach
procedures. These procedures describe the way in which
any device has to connect to the network. Once the pro-
cedure ends successfully, the user equipment (i.e., any
user device that is connected to the network such as a
mobile device) can start forwarding and receiving data
traffic (i.e., data packets), which can always be associ-
ated to that user or the user equipment.
[0023] The Evolved Packet Core (EPC) is an architec-
ture utilized with mobile networks to provide access be-
tween these networks and various services in the EPC
and access to services over the Internet. In the EPC ar-
chitecture all data traffic from the user equipment des-
tined for these services or the Internet will go through the
serving gateway and/or the packet data network (PDN)
gateway. Thus, content filtering can be implemented at
these nodes.
[0024] However, in contrast to the 3GPP and EPC ar-
chitecture, an ICN network or more specifically a CCN
network does not have the same architecture and oper-
ates with differing requirements that necessitate a differ-
ent approach to content filtering. In the case of CCN, the
architecture is different because the CCN network pro-
vides the capability for pervasive caching of content ob-
jects, there is no guarantee that a single gateway, espe-
cially a northbound (i.e., upstream) gateway, will see all
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data traffic in the network. Thus, a more distributed ap-
proach to content filtering has been developed as set
forth herein to accommodate this difference in architec-
ture.
[0025] Figure 1 is a diagram of one example of an ex-
ample architecture of a CCN network. The CCN network
in this example is an access network 101. The access
network 101 is in communication with a set of separately
administered networks including a home/enterprise net-
work, the Internet and an LTE/3G mobile network. The
example shows that the access network can be further
in communication with any number of additional CCN
networks, IP networks or other types of networks. In this
example, the access network implements the content fil-
tering system and processes described further herein be-
low and is provided by way of example and not limitation.
A CCN network can be utilized in other contexts such as
home networks, enterprise networks, or similar inde-
pendently administered public or private networks.
[0026] The access network can have any number of
nodes and can utilize any combination of layer 1 and
layer 2 protocols for communication between the CCN
nodes of the access network 101. For sake of clarity, the
nodes implementing the content filtering system are
shown and described. The CCN nodes are network de-
vices (ND), as discussed further herein below. The CCN
nodes include CCN routers 117, CCN gateways (GW)
103 and CCN marking nodes 109. The CCN router 117
manages CCN interest packets, forwarding these pack-
ets toward the corresponding content provider 113 and
managing the content response messages by forwarding
them toward the requesting user equipment 105A-C.
[0027] The CCN nodes that communicate with the user
equipment 105A-C in the separately administered net-
works are the CCN gateways 103. The user equipment
105A-C can be any type of user device including mobile
devices, laptop computers, desktop computers, console
devices, workstations and similar computing devices.
The CCN gateways 103 identify users of the user equip-
ment 105A-C and apply the content filtering policies on
a per user basis using the user identification information
obtained from the user equipment 105A-C and the net-
works of the user equipment 105A-C in combination with
the content object category information that is provided
by the CCN marking module 109. The process for content
filtering implemented by the CCN gateways 103 is dis-
cussed further herein below.
[0028] The CCN marking nodes 109 communicate with
the separately administered networks (i.e., networks
having a separate administrative domain). The CCN
marking nodes 109 are responsible for tagging incoming
content objects from the adjoining networks (i.e., adding
an additional category field to content objects). The tag-
ging of the incoming content objects is with content cat-
egory information that is obtained from the content mark-
ing service 115, which in some embodiments is an ICAP
server that implements a content filtering engine. The
process for tagging the content objects is discussed fur-

ther herein below.
[0029] The content provider 113 can be any computing
device in communication with the access network 101.
The access network 101 can be in communication with
any number and variety of content providers 113. The
content provider 113 can be a server or similar computing
device that hosts a set of services and resources such
as data stores including web pages, audio/visual content,
documents and similar static and/or dynamically gener-
ated data.
[0030] The content marking service 115 is in commu-
nication with the access network 101 and can be situated
and implemented by a computing device that is either
external or internal to the access network 101. The con-
tent marking service 115 can be co-located with other
nodes in the access network such as CCN marking nodes
109 or CCN gateways 103 or other CCN router 117 serv-
ices. The content marking service 115 is responsible for
tracking the categories assigned to each content object.
The content marking service 115 can obtain the category
information by querying the content providers 113, by
administrator definition, or by similar mechanisms. In one
example embodiment, the content marking service 115
is an ICAP server executing a content filtering engine or
similar service.
[0031] Figure 2 is a diagram of one embodiment of the
set of data structures maintained by CCN nodes. The
CCN nodes such as CCN routers, CCN gateways and
CCN marking nodes can maintain three or four sets of
tables for tracking information related to CCN. In prior
systems, only three tables were typically maintained. The
existing CCN tables include the forwarding information
base (FIB), the pending interest table (PIT) and the con-
tent store (CS). In some embodiments, a fourth table can
be maintained in the form of a user content table (UC).
The FIB is equivalent to the routing table in IP, where
destination addresses and networks for particular con-
tent objects identified by CCN names are matched with
an output interface. In CCN, the IP prefixes utilized for
matching on the routing table are replaced with content
name prefixes of the CCN names.
[0032] The PIT stores the CCN interest packets that
have been received, but that have not been responded
to yet. The entries of these CCN interest packets are
referred to as ’pending interests’ and are removed from
the PIT when a corresponding content object is sent to-
ward the originating user equipment that generated the
CCN interest packet via the associated ingress port or
when the pending interest times out.
[0033] The CS is an optional local cache of content
objects. This cache is optional and can have any size or
store any number of content objects. CCN nodes can
choose not to cache anything (for example in a core net-
work where cache size would need to be huge in order
to maximize cache hits). In one embodiment, the CS
stores a set of recently received content objects. The CS
can also optionally store category information for each
of the content objects.
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[0034] In one embodiment, a UC is maintained that
includes an entry for each known user or a recent subset
of these users that has generated a CCN interest packet
that was received by the CCN node. Each entry in the
UC can correspond to a user and include a user field to
identify a user by a user identifier such as an ingress
network interface, a media access control (MAC) address
or similar local or globally unique identifier. Each entry
can also include category field that identifies each of the
categories of content that the user is allowed to access.
User information including allowable content categories
can be retrieved from subscriber services in the network
of the user such as AAA, RADIUS and similar subscriber
services. The category information can be encoded using
any system or format. In some embodiments, this format
is left open to enable local optimization. In one example,
categories can be encoded as a set of bits with each bit
representing a different category.
[0035] Each CCN node also provides a set of network
interfaces also referred to as "faces" over which CCN
interest packets are received and forwarded and similarly
over which CCN response packets are received and for-
warded. In the example illustration the CCN node in-
cludes three network interfaces, which are faces 1, 2,
and 3. These network interfaces can represent a physical
link or a Layer 2 interface The network interfaces can
also represent, in some embodiments, a transport pro-
tocol such as TCP/IP (in overlay mode) or even an ap-
plication.
[0036] The basic data traffic forwarding in CCN is typ-
ically performed as explained below with an example se-
quence:

1. A CCN interest packet arrives through a face (net-
work interface).
2. The CCN node checks whether it has the request-
ed content object stored in its CS.
3. If the content object is found then goto step 7
4. If the content object is not found in the CS, then
a check is made whether the same content has al-
ready been requested, by looking for a matching
CCN name in the PIT.
5. If is a matching PIT entry is found, then update it
by adding the network interface through which the
CCN interest was received to the PIT entry. In this
case, the process then exits.
6. If no matching PIT entry is found, then a new entry
is created for the CCN name, and the CCN interest
is forwarded toward the content provider according
to CCN name prefix matching using the FIB.
7. When a content object arrives through a network
interface in a CCN response packet, then forward
the CCN response packet to each of the network
interfaces listed in the related PIT entry. If the content
object was found in the content store, then forward
it to the network interface over which the correspond-
ing CCN interest packet was received.

[0037] In the CCN networks of the prior art, the CCN
networks are structured such that a single CCN node that
can be referred to as a packet gateway performs the role
of gateway to the CCN network, such as an access or
operator network. In these architectures all the data traffic
will go through this packet gateway. For instance, in mo-
bile networks, as mentioned above, there is always a
serving gateway and PDN gateway (also known as EPG,
Evolved Packet Gateway) that are the only entry/exit
points of the access network to other networks such as
the Internet. This creates a single point for content filter-
ing, but at the same time this is a bottleneck for the net-
work
[0038] As shown above, in a CCN network, the re-
quested content may already be cached close to the re-
questing user equipment, therefore the packet gateway
in the prior art architecture may not see all per-user traffic
and may not be able to filter it appropriately because the
CCN interests are being serviced by caching before they
reach the packet gateway. Also, taking a home network
as an example, the home network may have multiple
users, each with different parental control settings. As
CCN packets do not identify the original sender, a filtering
system deep in the network is not able to differentiate
the parent’s traffic from the child’s traffic.
[0039] Thus, the current state of the art for filtering con-
tent in CCN networks is to do it at the source, i.e., the
content provider. The content provider must identify re-
questers using an additional protocol on top of CCN. For
example, cryptographic keys can be included in the con-
tent name, or a key exchange can take place. In all cases,
this means a unique piece of content will have many CCN
names depending on which client is requesting it. For
CCN’s caching feature, a different name equals a con-
ceptually different piece of data. Therefore, these prior
art architectures lose the advantage of CCN caching be-
tween users.
[0040] The embodiments overcome these deficiencies
in the prior art CCN architecture to provide content filter-
ing for CCN, while maintaining CCN’s full caching abili-
ties. The embodiments overcome these deficiencies by
using a CCN marking node to add categories to the con-
tent objects and a CCN gateway that is the node closest
to the user to enforce the content filtering on a per user
basis using the content filtering information provided by
the CCN marking node.
[0041] In the embodiments provide herein, the CCN
marking nodes are in communication either directly or
indirectly with a content filtering engine, for example the
communication can be through an a separately admin-
istered network (i.e., a separate administrative domain),
an IP network, an overlay network, an out-of-band com-
munication mechanism or similar communication mech-
anism. The set of CCN marking nodes must cover all
paths to and from the CCN network implementing this
content filtering system, e.g., the example access net-
work described above. Further, the CCN gateways have
a direct link to the user equipment. The CCN gateways
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can be software hosted on home or enterprise gateways,
radio base stations, at the user equipment, or at similar
locations that are the closest point in the CCN network
to the user equipment. As mentioned above, CCN gate-
ways in the embodiments presented herein can include
an additional table, referred to as the UC, that stores the
association between the user identification and the con-
tent categories accessible to that user.
[0042] The embodiments provide advantages over the
prior art systems, the embodiments apply content filtering
at the edge of a CCN network which enables reuse of
the existing content filtering infrastructure and categori-
zation (e.g., such as that provided by ICAP servers) as
well as network gateways (e.g., gateways in LTE and
similar architectures). Thus, the system and processes
for content filtering and marking provided herein do not
require extensive testing and deployment of new content
filtering servers and protocols. Rather, only the additional
functionality at existing CCN nodes for marking and con-
tent filtering is deployed. Further, this distributed ap-
proach enables the proper use of caching across users
in the CCN network. By filtering content objects at the
edge of the CCN network, the embodiments provide a
CCN network that benefits more from caching (e.g., re-
ducing latency and network load) and provides better
quality of services (i.e., in terms of latency and load) to
adjoining networks.

Marking Process

[0043] Figure 3 is a flowchart of one embodiment of a
process for marking content objects at a CCN marking
node. The marking of the content objects is carried out
by the CCN marking node when the CCN marking node
receives a content object in a CCN response packet or
similar message on a network interface (Block 301). A
check is then made whether the received content object
is authentic and whether there is a pending interest for
the content object (Block 303). The check is made by
looking up the content object using its CCN name in the
PIT. If no match is found in the PIT, then the content
object is discarded (Block 305). If a match is found, then
a request is sent to the content marking service to obtain
the categories for the content object (Block 307). The
request sent to the content marking service includes the
CCN name of the received content object. In one example
embodiment, the content marking service is provided by
an ICAP server, which utilizes a TCP connection and
stores a database of categories that can be queried. The
ICAP server would be populated with the CCN names of
content objects and paired with the associated catego-
ries.
[0044] In response to the request sent to the content
marking service, the CCN marking node will receive a
response with the categories for the content object (Block
309). The request and response sent to the content mark-
ing service can have any format and can utilize any pro-
tocol. Similarly, the identification of the categories can

have any format or encoding to identify each of the de-
fined categories for content objects that enable filtering
based on these categories. Using this received content
object categories from the content marking service, the
CCN marking node can add a category field to the content
object to identify each of the categories associated with
the content object (Block 311). In one embodiment, the
form of the content tag is a type length value (TLV) that
is added to the content object. Any type of encoding or
format can be used in the category field to identify cate-
gories.
[0045] Once the category field has been added to the
content object, then the content object can be forwarded
toward the requesting user/user equipment (Block 313).
The forwarding utilizes a matching PIT entry to identify
each of the network interfaces to forward a CCN re-
sponse message containing the modified content object
with the category field. In some embodiments, the con-
tent object can also be added to a content store local to
the CCN marking node such that further CCN interest
packets for the same content object can be services re-
turning the content object and category node without hav-
ing to forward a CCN interest toward the content provider
service

Content Filtering Process

[0046] Figure 4 is a flowchart of one embodiment of
the content filtering process. The content filtering process
is carried out by a CCN gateway. In one embodiment,
the process of content filtering starts in response to re-
ceiving a CCN interest packet (Block 401). The CCN in-
terest packet includes a CCN name identifying the con-
tent object requested by the originator of the CCN interest
packet, which is a user and/or a user equipment. The
CCN interest packet does not include an explicit identifier
of an originating user or user equipment. However, the
CCN gateway and user equipment may have an estab-
lished session or similar connection that enables the
CCN gateway to obtain user or user equipment identifi-
cation. Similarly, the CCN gateway can be in contact with
a subscriber service or similar service that provides user
identification information. The CCN gateway can also as-
sociate the received CCN interest packet with the net-
work interface over which the CCN interest packet is re-
ceived.
[0047] The CCN gateway then retrieves the content
object identified by the CCN name (Block 403). This can
involve checking a local cache such as a content store
if such a local cache exists. If the content object is found
in the local cache then the retrieval process is complete.
If a local cache does not exist or the content object is not
found in the cache, then the process can forward the
CCN interest toward a content provider and record an
entry in a PIT. Once the CCN response is received with
the content object then the process can continue.
[0048] After the content object is found, then the proc-
ess can retrieve the allowed categories of the user (Block
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405) and the categories associated with the content ob-
ject (Block 407). These two steps can be performed in
any order and can be performed in parallel. The retrieval
of the user allowed categories can be done by looking
the user up in the UC. If there is no UC or the UC does
not include entry for the user, then the process continues
by querying a service such as a subscriber service, an
authentication service such as a RADIUS or similar serv-
ice. In other embodiments, the user or user equipment
or similar source can provide the allowed category infor-
mation. The content categories for the content object will
be stored with the locally cached content object or will
be returned in the CCN response packet. The CCN mark-
er node will have intercepted the CCN response mes-
sage and added the category field to the content object
before it is returned and cached by the CCN gateway.
[0049] Using the user allowed categories and the cat-
egory information of the content object, a comparison
can be made to determine whether the user is allowed
to access the content object (Block 409). If the user is
allowed to access the content object, then the CCN gate-
way can forward the content object toward the user ac-
cording to the interfaces tracked in the PIT (Block 411).
After the content object is forwarded toward the user, or
if the user does not have access to the content object, a
check is made whether the user was the only requester
for the content object in the PIT (Block 413). The PIT
entry will identify each network interface and in some
embodiments can be augmented to identify the user or
user equipment. If the PIT entry indicates only a single
requester for the content object, then the pending interest
entry for the content object in the PIT table can be re-
moved.
[0050] However, if there were additional users or user
equipment requesting the same content object, then only
the network interface or similar identifier information spe-
cific to the user is removed from the PIT entry instead of
removing the entire PIT entry (Block 417). In some em-
bodiments, the receipt of the content object will cause
the content object to be forwarded to other users on other
network interfaces in parallel to this analysis for a partic-
ular user and in response to a particular CCN interest.
Once the PIT has been appropriately updated, then the
content object can optionally be cached in the local con-
tent store, if there is a local content store at the CCN
gateway (Block 419).

Example Embodiments

[0051] Figure 5 is a diagram of one embodiment of an
example content filtering implementation. In this example
implementation, the content categories of a content ob-
ject and the allowed categories of a user are encoded as
a set of bits, with each bit representing a particular cat-
egory. A set bit or ’1’ in a particular position indicates that
a content object belongs to an associated category and
that the user is allowed access to that category, respec-
tively. This bitwise encoding in provided by way of exam-

ple and not of limitation. Using a bitwise encoding asso-
ciates each bit position with a particular category and the
number of bits utilized matches the number of categories.
[0052] Using this example implementation the bits of
the content categories of the content object and the bits
of the user allowed content categories can be combined
bitwise with a logical AND operation. If the result of the
logical AND operation is a set of 0s, then this indicates
a match between the content categories of the content
object and the set of categories that the user has per-
mission to access. Thus, in instances where the result is
a set of 0s, then access to the content object is allowed
and in other cases the access is denied.
[0053] In contexts where this is implemented at a CCN
gateway, then the result of this comparison determines
whether a CCN interest request will be replied to with a
CCN response including the requested content object.
In cases where categories match, the CCN response
would be sent with the content object. However, where
the categories do not match, then an error response or
similar response that does not include the requested con-
tent object may be sent toward the originating user equip-
ment.
[0054] Figure 6 is a timing diagram demonstrating one
embodiment of the content marking and filtering process.
This example timing diagram is consistent with the ex-
ample network illustrated in Figure 1. The timing diagram
demonstrates an example scenario where the per user
content filtering would be applied across the entire net-
work encompassing the functions carried out by the CCN
gateway and the CCN marking node. Starting at the top
of the diagram and progressing downward, the first action
is a request generated by the first user equipment (UE1),
where UE1 generates a CCN interest for a particular con-
tent object ’raw data.’ The CCN interest is sent from UE1
to the CCN gateway, which is the first location to process
this CCN interest. The CCN gateway adds an entry for
the requested content object to the PIT with an identifier
of 1. The CCN gateway would check a local content store
if available, but in this case the requested content object
was not found. The CCN gateway node then forwards
the CCN interest packet to the next hop toward the con-
tent provider of the content object based on the forward-
ing information. In this case the next hop in the CCN
access network is the CCN router, which in turn forwards
the CCN interest to the content provider.
[0055] In this example, a second user equipment (UE2)
generates a second CCN interest packet and sends it to
the CCN gateway. This CCN interest packet is for the
same content object that was requested by UE1. This
CCN interest packet reaches the CCN gateway which
updates the existing PIT entry for the content object by
matching the CCN name of the content object. The ex-
isting PIT entry is updated by adding the network face
identifier or similar identifier for the UE2 to the PIT entry.
[0056] While the second CCN interest is being gener-
ated and sent, the content provider responds to the first
CCN interest packet with a CCN response packet includ-
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ing the requested content object. This CCN response
packet is received by the CCN marking node. The CCN
marking node queries the CCN marking service (e.g., an
ICAP server or similar service) to get the categories for
the content object. The CCN marking service replies with
the categories of the content object and the CCN marking
node adds a category field to the content object such as
a category TLV.
[0057] The CCN response packet is then forwarded by
the CCN marking node to the CCN gateway, where the
CCN response packet now includes the updated content
object that includes the category field. The CCN gateway
then processes the incoming CCN response packet by
saving the content object and the associated categories
to the local content store or similar storage allocation.
The content filtering is then implemented by checking the
authentication of the users requesting this content object
(i.e., UE1 and UE2) as well as whether each requesting
user has permission (i.e., allowed categories) that match
the categories of the content object. Where there is a
match of user categories and content object categories,
then the content object is returned to each of the users
(UE1 and UE2).
[0058] In addition, with the content object now cached
at the CCN gateway further requests, for example by a
third user equipment (UE3), can be serviced entirely by
the CCN gateway, which has a locally stored copy of the
content object and the associated categories. The CCN
gateway can check the user authentication and match
the user allowed categories against the content object
categories, then send the CCN response packet if these
match. This example scenario is provided by way of il-
lustration not limitation.

Architecture

[0059] Figure 7 is a diagram of one embodiment of a
network device implementing the content filtering and
marking processes. A network device (ND) is an elec-
tronic device that communicatively interconnects other
electronic devices on the network (e.g., other network
devices, end-user devices). Some network devices are
"multiple services network devices" that provide support
for multiple networking functions (e.g., routing, bridging,
switching, Layer 2 aggregation, session border control,
Quality of Service, and/or subscriber management),
and/or provide support for multiple application services
(e.g., data, voice, and video).
[0060] In one embodiment, the process is implement-
ed by a network device 701 or similar computing device.
The network device 701 can have any structure that en-
ables it to receive data traffic and forward it toward its
destination. The network device 701 can include a net-
work processor 703 or set of network processors that
execute the functions of the network device 701. A ’set,’
as used herein, is any positive whole number of items
including one item. The network device 701 can execute
either a filter module 707 to implement the functions of

filtering where the network device 701 functions as a CCN
gateway as described herein above via a network proc-
essor 703 or can implement a marker module 708 to im-
plement the content marking functions where the network
device 701 functions as a CCN marking node. In many
scenarios only one of the filter module 707 or marker
module 708 would be present on a network device 701,
however it is possible that a single network device can
function as both a CCN gateway and a CCN marking
node where the network device 701 connect with sepa-
rately administered networks that have both user equip-
ment and content providers. The network processor 703
can implement the filter module 707 and/or the marker
module 708 as a discrete hardware, software module or
any combination thereof. The network processor 703 can
also service the routing information base 705A and sim-
ilar functions related to data traffic forwarding and net-
work topology maintenance. The routing information
base 705A can be implemented as match action tables
that are utilized for forwarding protocol data units PDUs
(i.e. packets). The functions of the filter module 707 and
marker module 708 can be implemented as modules in
any combination of software, including firmware, and
hardware within the network device. The functions of the
filter module 707 and marker module 708that are exe-
cuted and implemented by the network device 701 in-
clude those described further herein above.
[0061] In one embodiment, the network device 701 can
include a set of line cards 717 that process and forward
the incoming data traffic toward the respective destina-
tion nodes by identifying the destination and forwarding
the data traffic to the appropriate line card 717 having an
egress port that leads to or toward the destination via a
next hop. These line cards 717 can also implement the
forwarding information base 705B, or a relevant subset
thereof. The line cards 717 can also implement or facil-
itate the filter module 707 and marker module 708 func-
tions described herein above. The line cards 717 are in
communication with one another via a switch fabric 711
and communicate with other nodes over attached net-
works 721 using Ethernet, fiber optic or similar commu-
nication links and media.
[0062] The operations of the flow diagrams have been
described with reference to the exemplary embodiment
of the block diagrams. However, it should be understood
that the operations of the flowcharts can be performed
by embodiments of the invention other than those dis-
cussed, and the embodiments discussed with reference
to block diagrams can perform operations different from
those discussed with reference to the flowcharts. While
the flowcharts show a particular order of operations per-
formed by certain embodiments, it should be understood
that such order is exemplary (e.g., alternative embodi-
ments may perform the operations in a different order,
combine certain operations, overlap certain operations,
etc.).
[0063] As described herein, operations performed by
the network device 701 may refer to specific configura-
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tions of hardware such as application specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) configured to perform certain operations
or having a predetermined functionality, or software in-
structions stored in memory embodied in a non-transitory
computer readable storage medium. Thus, the tech-
niques shown in the figures can be implemented using
code and data stored and executed on one or more elec-
tronic devices (e.g., an end station, a network element).
Such electronic devices store and communicate (inter-
nally and/or with other electronic devices over a network)
code and data using computer -readable media, such as
non-transitory computer -readable storage media (e.g.,
magnetic disks; optical disks; random access memory;
read only memory; flash memory devices; phase-change
memory) and transitory computer - readable communi-
cation media (e.g., electrical, optical, acoustical or other
form of propagated signals - such as carrier waves, in-
frared signals, digital signals). In addition, such electronic
devices typically include a set of one or more processors
coupled to one or more other components, such as one
or more storage devices (non-transitory machine-read-
able storage media), user input/output devices (e.g., a
keyboard, a touchscreen, and/or a display), and network
connections. The coupling of the set of processors and
other components is typically through one or more
busses and bridges (also termed as bus controllers).
Thus, the storage device of a given electronic device typ-
ically stores code and/or data for execution on the set of
one or more processors of that electronic device. One or
more parts of an embodiment of the invention may be
implemented using different combinations of software,
firmware, and/or hardware.
[0064] An electronic device stores and transmits (in-
ternally and/or with other electronic devices over a net-
work) code (which is composed of software instructions
and which is sometimes referred to as computer program
code or a computer program) and/or data using machine-
readable media (also called computer-readable media),
such as machine-readable storage media (e.g., magnetic
disks, optical disks, read only memory (ROM), flash
memory devices, phase change memory) and machine-
readable transmission media (also called a carrier) (e.g.,
electrical, optical, radio, acoustical or other form of prop-
agated signals - such as carrier waves, infrared signals).
Thus, an electronic device (e.g., a computer) includes
hardware and software, such as a set of one or more
processors coupled to one or more machine-readable
storage media to store code for execution on the set of
processors and/or to store data. For instance, an elec-
tronic device may include non-volatile memory contain-
ing the code since the non-volatile memory can persist
code/data even when the electronic device is turned off
(when power is removed), and while the electronic device
is turned on that part of the code that is to be executed
by the processor(s) of that electronic device is typically
copied from the slower non-volatile memory into volatile
memory (e.g., dynamic random access memory
(DRAM), static random access memory (SRAM)) of that

electronic device. Typical electronic devices also include
a set of one or more physical network interface(s) to es-
tablish network connections (to transmit and/or receive
code and/or data using propagating signals) with other
electronic devices. One or more parts of an embodiment
of the invention may be implemented using different com-
binations of software, firmware, and/or hardware.
[0065] Figure 8A illustrates connectivity between net-
work devices (NDs) within an exemplary network, as well
as three exemplary implementations of the NDs, accord-
ing to some embodiments of the invention. Figure 8A
shows NDs 800A-H, and their connectivity by way of lines
between A-B, B-C, C-D, D-E, E-F, F-G, and A-G, as well
as between H and each of A, C, D, and G. These NDs
are physical devices, and the connectivity between these
NDs can be wireless or wired (often referred to as a link).
An additional line extending from NDs 800A, E, and F
illustrates that these NDs act as ingress and egress
points for the network (and thus, these NDs are some-
times referred to as edge NDs; while the other NDs may
be called core NDs).
[0066] Two of the exemplary ND implementations in
Figure 6A are: 1) a special-purpose network device 802
that uses custom application-specific integrated-circuits
(ASICs) and a proprietary operating system (OS); and 2)
a general purpose network device 704 that uses common
off-the-shelf (COTS) processors and a standard OS.
[0067] The special-purpose network device 802 in-
cludes networking hardware 810 comprising compute re-
source(s) 812 (which typically include a set of one or
more processors), forwarding resource(s) 814 (which
typically include one or more ASICs and/or network proc-
essors), and physical network interfaces (NIs) 816
(sometimes called physical ports), as well as non-transi-
tory machine readable storage media 818 having stored
therein networking software 820. A physical NI is hard-
ware in a ND through which a network connection (e.g.,
wirelessly through a wireless network interface controller
(WNIC) or through plugging in a cable to a physical port
connected to a network interface controller (NIC)) is
made, such as those shown by the connectivity between
NDs 800A-H. During operation, the networking software
820 may be executed by the networking hardware 610
to instantiate a set of one or more networking software
instance(s) 822. Each of the networking software in-
stance(s) 822, and that part of the networking hardware
810 that executes that network software instance (be it
hardware dedicated to that networking software instance
and/or time slices of hardware temporally shared by that
networking software instance with others of the network-
ing software instance(s) 822), form a separate virtual net-
work element 830A-R. Each of the virtual network ele-
ment(s) (VNEs) 830A-R includes a control communica-
tion and configuration module 832A-R (sometimes re-
ferred to as a local control module or control communi-
cation module) and forwarding table(s) 834A-R such that
a given virtual network element (e.g., 830A) includes the
control communication and configuration module (e.g.,
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832A), a set of one or more forwarding table(s) (e.g.,
834A), and that portion of the networking hardware 810
that executes the virtual network element (e.g., 830A).
In some embodiments, the control communication and
configuration module 832A encompasses the filter mod-
ule 833A and marker module 836A as described herein
above.
[0068] A network interface (NI) may be physical or vir-
tual; and in the context of IP, an interface address is an
IP address assigned to a NI, be it a physical NI or virtual
NI. A virtual NI may be associated with a physical NI, with
another virtual interface, or stand on its own (e.g., a loop-
back interface, a point-to-point protocol interface). A NI
(physical or virtual) may be numbered (a NI with an IP
address) or unnumbered (a NI without an IP address). A
loopback interface (and its loopback address) is a spe-
cific type of virtual NI (and IP address) of a NE/VNE (phys-
ical or virtual) often used for management purposes;
where such an IP address is referred to as the nodal
loopback address. The IP address(es) assigned to the
NI(s) of a ND are referred to as IP addresses of that ND;
at a more granular level, the IP address(es) assigned to
NI(s) assigned to a NE/VNE implemented on a ND can
be referred to as IP addresses of that NE/VNE.
[0069] The special-purpose network device 802 is of-
ten physically and/or logically considered to include: 1)
a ND control plane 824 (sometimes referred to as a con-
trol plane) comprising the compute resource(s) 812 that
execute the control communication and configuration
module(s) 832A-R; and 2) a ND forwarding plane 826
(sometimes referred to as a forwarding plane, a data
plane, or a media plane) comprising the forwarding re-
source(s) 814 that utilize the forwarding table(s) (i.e. im-
plemented as match action tables) 834A-R and the phys-
ical NIs 816. By way of example, where the ND is a router
(or is implementing routing functionality), the ND control
plane 824 (the compute resource(s) 812 executing the
control communication and configuration module(s)
832A-R) is typically responsible for participating in con-
trolling how data (e.g., packets) are to be routed (e.g.,
the next hop for the data and the outgoing physical NI
for that data) and storing that routing information in the
forwarding table(s) 834A-R, and the ND forwarding plane
826 is responsible for receiving that data on the physical
NIs 816 and forwarding that data out the appropriate ones
of the physical NIs 816 based on the forwarding table(s)
834A-R.
[0070] Figure 8B illustrates an exemplary way to im-
plement the special-purpose network device 802 accord-
ing to some embodiments of the invention. Figure 8B
shows a special-purpose network device including cards
838 (typically hot pluggable). While in some embodi-
ments the cards 838 are of two types (one or more that
operate as the ND forwarding plane 826 (sometimes
called line cards), and one or more that operate to im-
plement the ND control plane 824 (sometimes called con-
trol cards)), alternative embodiments may combine func-
tionality onto a single card and/or include additional card

types (e.g., one additional type of card is called a service
card, resource card, or multi-application card). A service
card can provide specialized processing (e.g., Layer 4
to Layer 7 services (e.g., firewall, Internet Protocol Se-
curity (IPsec) (RFC 4301 and 4309), Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) / Transport Layer Security (TLS), Intrusion
Detection System (IDS), peer-to-peer (P2P), Voice over
IP (VoIP) Session Border Controller, Mobile Wireless
Gateways (Gateway General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) Support Node (GGSN), Evolved Packet Core
(EPC) Gateway)). By way of example, a service card may
be used to terminate IPsec tunnels and execute the at-
tendant authentication and encryption algorithms. These
cards are coupled together through one or more inter-
connect mechanisms illustrated as backplane 836 (e.g.,
a first full mesh coupling the line cards and a second full
mesh coupling all of the cards).
[0071] Returning to Figure 8A, the general purpose
network device 804 includes hardware 840 comprising
a set of one or more processor(s) 842 (which are often
COTS processors) and network interface controller(s)
844 (NICs; also known as network interface cards) (which
include physical NIs 846), as well as non-transitory ma-
chine readable storage media 848 having stored therein
software 850. During operation, the processor(s) 842 ex-
ecute the software 850 to instantiate a hypervisor 854
(sometimes referred to as a virtual machine monitor
(VMM)) and one or more virtual machines 862A-R that
are run by the hypervisor 854, which are collectively re-
ferred to as software instance(s) 852. A virtual machine
is a software implementation of a physical machine that
runs programs as if they were executing on a physical,
non-virtualized machine; and applications generally do
not know they are running on a virtual machine as op-
posed to running on a "bare metal" host electronic device,
though some systems provide para-virtualization which
allows an operating system or application to be aware of
the presence of virtualization for optimization purposes.
Each of the virtual machines 862A-R, and that part of the
hardware 840 that executes that virtual machine (be it
hardware dedicated to that virtual machine and/or time
slices of hardware temporally shared by that virtual ma-
chine with others of the virtual machine(s) 862A-R), forms
a separate virtual network element(s) 860A-R. In some
embodiments, the virtual machine module 862A encom-
passes filter module 863A and marker module 864A.
[0072] The virtual network element(s) 860A-R perform
similar functionality to the virtual network element(s)
830A-R. For instance, the hypervisor 854 may present a
virtual operating platform that appears like networking
hardware 810 to virtual machine 862A, and the virtual
machine 862A may be used to implement functionality
similar to the control communication and configuration
module(s) 832A and forwarding table(s) 834A (this virtu-
alization of the hardware 840 is sometimes referred to
as network function virtualization (NFV)). Thus, NFV may
be used to consolidate many network equipment types
onto industry standard high volume server hardware,
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physical switches, and physical storage, which could be
located in Data centers, NDs, and customer premises
equipment (CPE). However, different embodiments of
the invention may implement one or more of the virtual
machine(s) 862A-R differently. For example, while em-
bodiments of the invention are illustrated with each virtual
machine 862A-R corresponding to one VNE 860A-R, al-
ternative embodiments may implement this correspond-
ence at a finer level of granularity (e.g., line card virtual
machines virtualize line cards, control card virtual ma-
chine virtualize control cards, etc.); it should be under-
stood that the techniques described herein with reference
to a correspondence of virtual machines to VNEs also
apply to embodiments where such a finer level of gran-
ularity is used.
[0073] In certain embodiments, the hypervisor 854 in-
cludes a virtual switch that provides similar forwarding
services as a physical Ethernet switch. Specifically, this
virtual switch forwards traffic between virtual machines
and the NIC(s) 844, as well as optionally between the
virtual machines 862A-R; in addition, this virtual switch
may enforce network isolation between the VNEs 860A-
R that by policy are not permitted to communicate with
each other (e.g., by honoring virtual local area networks
(VLANs)).
[0074] The third exemplary ND implementation in Fig-
ure 8A is a hybrid network device 806, which includes
both custom ASICs/proprietary OS and COTS proces-
sors/standard OS in a single ND or a single card within
an ND. In certain embodiments of such a hybrid network
device, a platform VM (i.e., a VM that that implements
the functionality of the special-purpose network device
802) could provide for para-virtualization to the network-
ing hardware present in the hybrid network device 806.
[0075] Regardless of the above exemplary implemen-
tations of an ND, when a single one of multiple VNEs
implemented by an ND is being considered (e.g., only
one of the VNEs is part of a given virtual network) or
where only a single VNE is currently being implemented
by an ND, the shortened term network element (NE) is
sometimes used to refer to that VNE. Also in all of the
above exemplary implementations, each of the VNEs
(e.g., VNE(s) 830A-R, VNEs 860A-R, and those in the
hybrid network device 806) receives data on the physical
NIs (e.g., 816, 846) and forwards that data out the ap-
propriate ones of the physical NIs (e.g., 816, 846). For
example, a VNE implementing IP router functionality for-
wards IP packets on the basis of some of the IP header
information in the IP packet; where IP header information
includes source IP address, destination IP address,
source port, destination port (where "source port" and
"destination port" refer herein to protocol ports, as op-
posed to physical ports of a ND), transport protocol (e.g.,
user datagram protocol (UDP) (RFC 768, 2460, 2675,
4113, and 5405), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
(RFC 793 and 1180), and differentiated services (DSCP)
values (RFC 2474, 2475, 2597, 2983, 3086, 3140, 3246,
3247, 3260, 4594, 5865, 3289, 3290, and 3317).

[0076] Figure 8C illustrates various exemplary ways in
which VNEs may be coupled according to some embod-
iments of the invention. Figure 8C shows VNEs
870A.1-870A.P (and optionally VNEs 870A.Q-870A.R)
implemented in ND 800A and VNE 870H.1 in ND 800H.
In Figure 8C, VNEs 870A.1-P are separate from each
other in the sense that they can receive packets from
outside ND 800A and forward packets outside of ND
800A; VNE 870A. 1 is coupled with VNE 870H. 1, and
thus they communicate packets between their respective
NDs; VNE 870A.2-870A.3 may optionally forward pack-
ets between themselves without forwarding them outside
of the ND 800A; and VNE 870A.P may optionally be the
first in a chain of VNEs that includes VNE 870A.Q fol-
lowed by VNE 870A.R (this is sometimes referred to as
dynamic service chaining, where each of the VNEs in the
series of VNEs provides a different service - e.g., one or
more layer 4-7 network services). While Figure 8C illus-
trates various exemplary relationships between the
VNEs, alternative embodiments may support other rela-
tionships (e.g., more/fewer VNEs, more/fewer dynamic
service chains, multiple different dynamic service chains
with some common VNEs and some different VNEs).
[0077] The NDs of Figure 8A, for example, may form
part of the Internet or a private network; and other elec-
tronic devices (not shown; such as end user devices in-
cluding workstations, laptops, netbooks, tablets, palm
tops, mobile phones, smartphones, multimedia phones,
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) phones, terminals,
portable media players, GPS units, wearable devices,
gaming systems, set-top boxes, Internet enabled house-
hold appliances) may be coupled to the network (directly
or through other networks such as access networks) to
communicate over the network (e.g., the Internet or vir-
tual private networks (VPNs) overlaid on (e.g., tunneled
through) the Internet) with each other (directly or through
servers) and/or access content and/or services. Such
content and/or services are typically provided by one or
more servers (not shown) belonging to a service/content
provider or one or more end user devices (not shown)
participating in a peer-to-peer (P2P) service, and may
include, for example, public webpages (e.g., free content,
store fronts, search services), private webpages (e.g.,
username/password accessed webpages providing
email services), and/or corporate networks over VPNs.
For instance, end user devices may be coupled (e.g.,
through customer premise equipment coupled to an ac-
cess network (wired or wirelessly)) to edge NDs, which
are coupled (e.g., through one or more core NDs) to other
edge NDs, which are coupled to electronic devices acting
as servers. However, through compute and storage vir-
tualization, one or more of the electronic devices oper-
ating as the NDs in Figure 8A may also host one or more
such servers (e.g., in the case of the general purpose
network device 804, one or more of the virtual machines
862A-R may operate as servers; the same would be true
for the hybrid network device 806; in the case of the spe-
cial-purpose network device 802, one or more such serv-
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ers could also be run on a hypervisor executed by the
compute resource(s) 812); in which case the servers are
said to be co-located with the VNEs of that ND.
[0078] A virtual network is a logical abstraction of a
physical network (such as that in Figure 8A) that provides
network services (e.g., L2 and/or L3 services). A virtual
network can be implemented as an overlay network
(sometimes referred to as a network virtualization over-
lay) that provides network services (e.g., layer 2 (L2, data
link layer) and/or layer 3 (L3, network layer) services)
over an underlay network (e.g., an L3 network, such as
an Internet Protocol (IP) network that uses tunnels (e.g.,
generic routing encapsulation (GRE), layer 2 tunneling
protocol (L2TP), IPSec) to create the overlay network).
[0079] A network virtualization edge (NVE) sits at the
edge of the underlay network and participates in imple-
menting the network virtualization; the network-facing
side of the NVE uses the underlay network to tunnel
frames to and from other NVEs; the outward-facing side
of the NVE sends and receives data to and from systems
outside the network. A virtual network instance (VNI) is
a specific instance of a virtual network on a NVE (e.g., a
NE/VNE on an ND, a part of a NE/VNE on a ND where
that NE/VNE is divided into multiple VNEs through em-
ulation); one or more VNIs can be instantiated on an NVE
(e.g., as different VNEs on an ND). A virtual access point
(VAP) is a logical connection point on the NVE for con-
necting external systems to a virtual network; a VAP can
be physical or virtual ports identified through logical in-
terface identifiers (e.g., a VLAN ID).
[0080] Examples of network services include: 1) an
Ethernet LAN emulation service (an Ethernet-based
multipoint service similar to an Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) or
Ethernet VPN (EVPN) service) in which external systems
are interconnected across the network by a LAN envi-
ronment over the underlay network (e.g., an NVE pro-
vides separate L2 VNIs (virtual switching instances) for
different such virtual networks, and L3 (e.g., IP/MPLS)
tunneling encapsulation across the underlay network);
and 2) a virtualized IP forwarding service (similar to IETF
IP VPN (e.g., Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)/MPLS
IPVPN RFC 4364) from a service definition perspective)
in which external systems are interconnected across the
network by an L3 environment over the underlay network
(e.g., an NVE provides separate L3 VNIs (forwarding and
routing instances) for different such virtual networks, and
L3 (e.g., IP/MPLS) tunneling encapsulation across the
underlay network)). Network services may also include
quality of service capabilities (e.g., traffic classification
marking, traffic conditioning and scheduling), security ca-
pabilities (e.g., filters to protect customer premises from
network - originated attacks, to avoid malformed route
announcements), and management capabilities (e.g., full
detection and processing).
[0081] Fig. 8D illustrates a network with a single net-
work element on each of the NDs of Figure 8A, and within
this straight forward approach contrasts a traditional dis-

tributed approach (commonly used by traditional routers)
with a centralized approach for maintaining reachability
and forwarding information (also called network control),
according to some embodiments of the invention. Spe-
cifically, Figure 8D illustrates network elements (NEs)
870A-H with the same connectivity as the NDs 800A-H
of Figure 8A.
[0082] Figure 8D illustrates that the distributed ap-
proach 872 distributes responsibility for generating the
reachability and forwarding information across the NEs
870A-H; in other words, the process of neighbor discov-
ery and topology discovery is distributed.
[0083] For example, where the special-purpose net-
work device 802 is used, the control communication and
configuration module(s) 832A-R of the ND control plane
824 typically include a reachability and forwarding infor-
mation module to implement one or more routing proto-
cols (e.g., an exterior gateway protocol such as Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) (RFC 4271), Interior Gateway
Protocol(s) (IGP) (e.g., Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
(RFC 2328 and 5340), Intermediate System to Interme-
diate System (IS-IS) (RFC 1142), Routing Information
Protocol (RIP) (version 1 RFC 1058, version 2 RFC 2453,
and next generation RFC 2080)), Label Distribution Pro-
tocol (LDP) (RFC 5036), Resource Reservation Protocol
(RSVP) (RFC 2205, 2210, 2211, 2212, as well as RSVP-
Traffic Engineering (TE): Extensions to RSVP for LSP
Tunnels RFC 3209, Generalized Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (GMPLS) Signaling RSVP-TE RFC 3473, RFC
3936, 4495, and 4558)) that communicate with other NEs
to exchange routes, and then selects those routes based
on one or more routing metrics. Thus, the NEs 870A-H
(e.g., the compute resource(s) 812 executing the control
communication and configuration module(s) 832A-R)
perform their responsibility for participating in controlling
how data (e.g., packets) is to be routed (e.g., the next
hop for the data and the outgoing physical NI for that
data) by distributively determining the reachability within
the network and calculating their respective forwarding
information. Routes and adjacencies are stored in one
or more routing structures (e.g., Routing Information
Base (RIB), Label Information Base (LIB), one or more
adjacency structures) on the ND control plane 824. The
ND control plane 824 programs the ND forwarding plane
826 with information (e.g., adjacency and route informa-
tion) based on the routing structure(s). For example, the
ND control plane 824 programs the adjacency and route
information into one or more forwarding table(s) 834A-R
that are implementations of match action tables (e.g.,
Forwarding Information Base (FIB), Label Forwarding In-
formation Base (LFIB), and one or more adjacency struc-
tures) on the ND forwarding plane 826. For layer 2 for-
warding, the ND can store one or more bridging tables
that are used to forward data based on the layer 2 infor-
mation in that data. While the above example uses the
special-purpose network device 802, the same distribut-
ed approach 872 can be implemented on the general
purpose network device 804 and the hybrid network de-
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vice 806.
[0084] Figure 8D illustrates that a centralized approach
874 (also known as software defined networking (SDN))
that decouples the system that makes decisions about
where traffic is sent from the underlying systems that
forwards traffic to the selected destination. The illustrated
centralized approach 874 has the responsibility for the
generation of reachability and forwarding information in
a centralized control plane 876 (sometimes referred to
as a SDN control module, controller, network controller,
OpenFlow controller, SDN controller, control plane node,
network virtualization authority, or management control
entity), and thus the process of neighbor discovery and
topology discovery is centralized. The centralized control
plane 876 has a south bound interface 882 with a data
plane 880 (sometime referred to the infrastructure layer,
network forwarding plane, or forwarding plane (which
should not be confused with a ND forwarding plane)) that
includes the NEs 870A-H (sometimes referred to as
switches, forwarding elements, data plane elements, or
nodes). The centralized control plane 876 includes a net-
work controller 878, which includes a centralized reach-
ability and forwarding information module 879 that deter-
mines the reachability within the network and distributes
the forwarding information to the NEs 870A-H of the data
plane 880 over the south bound interface 882 (which may
use the OpenFlow protocol). Thus, the network intelli-
gence is centralized in the centralized control plane 876
executing on electronic devices that are typically sepa-
rate from the NDs.
[0085] For example, where the special-purpose net-
work device 802 is used in the data plane 880, each of
the control communication and configuration module(s)
832A-R of the ND control plane 824 typically include a
control agent that provides the VNE side of the south
bound interface 882. In this case, the ND control plane
824 (the compute resource(s) 812 executing the control
communication and configuration module(s) 832A-R)
performs its responsibility for participating in controlling
how data (e.g., packets) is to be routed (e.g., the next
hop for the data and the outgoing physical NI for that
data) through the control agent communicating with the
centralized control plane 876 to receive the forwarding
information (and in some cases, the reachability informa-
tion) from the centralized reachability and forwarding in-
formation module 879 (it should be understood that in
some embodiments of the invention, the control commu-
nication and configuration module(s) 832A-R, in addition
to communicating with the centralized control plane 876,
may also play some role in determining reachability
and/or calculating forwarding information - albeit less so
than in the case of a distributed approach; such embod-
iments are generally considered to fall under the central-
ized approach 874, but may also be considered a hybrid
approach). In some embodiments, the centralized reach-
ability and forwarding module 879 encompasses content
filtering functions in corresponding filter module 881 as
described herein above as well as content marking func-

tions in corresponding marker module 882 as described
herein above.
[0086] While the above example uses the special-pur-
pose network device 802, the same centralized approach
874 can be implemented with the general purpose net-
work device 804 (e.g., each of the VNE 860A-R performs
its responsibility for controlling how data (e.g., packets)
is to be routed (e.g., the next hop for the data and the
outgoing physical NI for that data) by communicating with
the centralized control plane 876 to receive the forward-
ing information (and in some cases, the reachability in-
formation) from the centralized reachability and forward-
ing information module 879; it should be understood that
in some embodiments of the invention, the VNEs 860A-
R, in addition to communicating with the centralized con-
trol plane 876, may also play some role in determining
reachability and/or calculating forwarding information -
albeit less so than in the case of a distributed approach)
and the hybrid network device 806. In fact, the use of
SDN techniques can enhance the NFV techniques typi-
cally used in the general purpose network device 804 or
hybrid network device 806 implementations as NFV is
able to support SDN by providing an infrastructure upon
which the SDN software can be run, and NFV and SDN
both aim to make use of commodity server hardware and
physical switches.
[0087] Figure 8D also shows that the centralized con-
trol plane 876 has a north bound interface 884 to an ap-
plication layer 886, in which resides application(s) 888.
The centralized control plane 876 has the ability to form
virtual networks 892 (sometimes referred to as a logical
forwarding plane, network services, or overlay networks
(with the NEs 870A-H of the data plane 880 being the
underlay network)) for the application(s) 888. Thus, the
centralized control plane 876 maintains a global view of
all NDs and configured NEs/VNEs, and it maps the virtual
networks to the underlying NDs efficiently (including
maintaining these mappings as the physical network
changes either through hardware (ND, link, or ND com-
ponent) failure, addition, or removal).
[0088] While Figure 8D shows the distributed ap-
proach 872 separate from the centralized approach 874,
the effort of network control may be distributed differently
or the two combined in certain embodiments of the in-
vention. For example: 1) embodiments may generally
use the centralized approach (SDN) 874, but have certain
functions delegated to the NEs (e.g., the distributed ap-
proach may be used to implement one or more of fault
monitoring, performance monitoring, protection switch-
ing, and primitives for neighbor and/or topology discov-
ery); or 2) embodiments of the invention may perform
neighbor discovery and topology discovery via both the
centralized control plane and the distributed protocols,
and the results compared to raise exceptions where they
do not agree. Such embodiments are generally consid-
ered to fall under the centralized approach 874, but may
also be considered a hybrid approach.
[0089] While Figure 8D illustrates the simple case
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where each of the NDs 800A-H implements a single NE
870A-H, it should be understood that the network control
approaches described with reference to Figure 8D also
work for networks where one or more of the NDs 800A-
H implement multiple VNEs (e.g., VNEs 830A-R, VNEs
860A-R, those in the hybrid network device 806). Alter-
natively or in addition, the network controller 878 may
also emulate the implementation of multiple VNEs in a
single ND. Specifically, instead of (or in addition to) im-
plementing multiple VNEs in a single ND, the network
controller 878 may present the implementation of a
VNE/NE in a single ND as multiple VNEs in the virtual
networks 892 (all in the same one of the virtual network(s)
892, each in different ones of the virtual network(s) 892,
or some combination). For example, the network control-
ler 878 may cause an ND to implement a single VNE (a
NE) in the underlay network, and then logically divide up
the resources of that NE within the centralized control
plane 876 to present different VNEs in the virtual net-
work(s) 892 (where these different VNEs in the overlay
networks are sharing the resources of the single VNE/NE
implementation on the ND in the underlay network).
[0090] On the other hand, Figures 8E and 8F respec-
tively illustrate exemplary abstractions of NEs and VNEs
that the network controller 878 may present as part of
different ones of the virtual networks 892. Figure 8E il-
lustrates the simple case of where each of the NDs 800A-
H implements a single NE 870A-H (see Figure 8D), but
the centralized control plane 876 has abstracted multiple
of the NEs in different NDs (the NEs 870A-C and G-H)
into (to represent) a single NE 8701 in one of the virtual
network(s) 892 of Figure 8D, according to some embod-
iments of the invention. Figure 8E shows that in this virtual
network, the NE 8701 is coupled to NE 870D and 870F,
which are both still coupled to NE 870E.
[0091] Figure 8F illustrates a case where multiple
VNEs (VNE 870A.1 and VNE 870H.1) are implemented
on different NDs (ND 800A and ND 800H) and are cou-
pled to each other, and where the centralized control
plane 876 has abstracted these multiple VNEs such that
they appear as a single VNE 870T within one of the virtual
networks 892 of Figure 8D, according to some embodi-
ments of the invention. Thus, the abstraction of a NE or
VNE can span multiple NDs.
[0092] While some embodiments of the invention im-
plement the centralized control plane 876 as a single
entity (e.g., a single instance of software running on a
single electronic device), alternative embodiments may
spread the functionality across multiple entities for re-
dundancy and/or scalability purposes (e.g., multiple in-
stances of software running on different electronic devic-
es).
[0093] Similar to the network device implementations,
the electronic device(s) running the centralized control
plane 876, and thus the network controller 878 including
the centralized reachability and forwarding information
module 879, may be implemented a variety of ways (e.g.,
a special purpose device, a general-purpose (e.g.,

COTS) device, or hybrid device). These electronic de-
vice(s) would similarly include compute resource(s), a
set or one or more physical NICs, and a non-transitory
machine-readable storage medium having stored there-
on the centralized control plane software. For instance,
Figure 9 illustrates, a general purpose control plane de-
vice 904 including hardware 940 comprising a set of one
or more processor(s) 942 (which are often COTS proc-
essors) and network interface controller(s) 944 (NICs;
also known as network interface cards) (which include
physical NIs 846), as well as non-transitory machine
readable storage media 848 having stored therein cen-
tralized control plane (CCP) software 950.
[0094] In embodiments that use compute virtualiza-
tion, the processor(s) 942 typically execute software to
instantiate a hypervisor 954 (sometimes referred to as a
virtual machine monitor (VMM)) and one or more virtual
machines 962A-R that are run by the hypervisor 954;
which are collectively referred to as software instance(s)
952. A virtual machine is a software implementation of a
physical machine that runs programs as if they were ex-
ecuting on a physical, non-virtualized machine; and ap-
plications generally are not aware they are running on a
virtual machine as opposed to running on a "bare metal"
host electronic device, though some systems provide
para-virtualization which allows an operating system or
application to be aware of the presence of virtualization
for optimization purposes. Again, in embodiments where
compute virtualization is used, during operation an in-
stance of the CCP software 950 (illustrated as CCP in-
stance 976A) on top of an operating system 864A are
typically executed within the virtual machine 962A. In em-
bodiments where compute virtualization is not used, the
CCP instance 976A on top of operating system 864A is
executed on the "bare metal" general purpose control
plane device 904.
[0095] The operating system 964A provides basic
processing, input/output (I/O), and networking capabili-
ties. In some embodiments, the CCP instance 976A in-
cludes a network controller instance 978. The network
controller instance 978 includes a centralized reachabil-
ity and forwarding information module instance 979
(which is a middleware layer providing the context of the
network controller 978 to the operating system 964A and
communicating with the various NEs), and an CCP ap-
plication layer 980 (sometimes referred to as an applica-
tion layer) over the middleware layer (providing the intel-
ligence required for various network operations such as
protocols, network situational awareness, and user - in-
terfaces). At a more abstract level, this CCP application
layer 980 within the centralized control plane 876 works
with virtual network view(s) (logical view(s) of the net-
work) and the middleware layer provides the conversion
from the virtual networks to the physical view. The CCP
application can encompass the functionality of filter mod-
ule 981 and the marker module 982 as described herein
above.
[0096] The centralized control plane 876 transmits rel-
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evant messages to the data plane 880 based on CCP
application layer 980 calculations and middleware layer
mapping for each flow. A flow may be defined as a set
of packets whose headers match a given pattern of bits;
in this sense, traditional IP forwarding is also flow-based
forwarding where the flows are defined by the destination
IP address for example; however, in other implementa-
tions, the given pattern of bits used for a flow definition
may include more fields (e.g., 10 or more) in the packet
headers. Different NDs/NEs/VNEs of the data plane 880
may receive different messages, and thus different for-
warding information. The data plane 880 processes
these messages and programs the appropriate flow in-
formation and corresponding actions in the forwarding
tables (sometime referred to as flow tables) of the appro-
priate NE/VNEs, and then the NEs/VNEs map incoming
packets to flows represented in the forwarding tables and
forward packets based on the matches in the forwarding
tables.
[0097] While the flow diagrams in the figures show a
particular order of operations performed by certain em-
bodiments of the invention, it should be understood that
such order is exemplary (e.g., alternative embodiments
may perform the operations in a different order, combine
certain operations, overlap certain operations, etc.).
[0098] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
use of the term "exemplary" is used herein to mean "il-
lustrative," or "serving as an example," and is not intend-
ed to imply that a particular embodiment is preferred over
another or that a particular feature is essential. Likewise,
the terms "first" and "second," and similar terms, are used
simply to distinguish one particular instance of an item
or feature from another, and do not indicate a particular
order or arrangement, unless the context clearly indi-
cates otherwise. Further, the term "step," as used herein,
is meant to be synonymous with "operation" or "action."
Any description herein of a sequence of steps does not
imply that these operations must be carried out in a par-
ticular order, or even that these operations are carried
out in any order at all, unless the context or the details
of the described operation clearly indicates otherwise.
[0099] Of course, the present invention may be carried
out in other specific ways than those herein set forth with-
out departing from the scope and essential characteris-
tics of the invention. One or more of the specific proc-
esses discussed above may be carried out using one or
more appropriately configured processing circuits. In
some embodiments, these processing circuits may com-
prise one or more microprocessors, microcontrollers,
and/or digital signal processors programmed with appro-
priate software and/or firmware to carry out one or more
of the operations described above, or variants thereof.
In some embodiments, these processing circuits may
comprise customized hardware to carry out one or more
of the functions described above. The present embodi-
ments are, therefore, to be considered in all respects as
illustrative and not restrictive.
[0100] While the invention has been described in terms

of several embodiments, those skilled in the art will rec-
ognize that the invention is not limited to the embodi-
ments described, can be practiced with modification and
alteration within the scope of the appended claims. The
description is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead
of limiting.

Claims

1. A method for marking content objects with a category
at a content marking node in a content centric net-
working, CCN, network, where the content marking
node has a network interface with a network that is
separately administered from the CCN network, the
method comprising the steps of:

receiving (301) a content object on the network
interface;
checking (303) whether the content object is au-
thentic and if there is a pending interest for the
content object;
sending (307) a request to a content marking
service to obtain categories for the content ob-
ject using a CCN name matching the destination
address and network of the content object for
querying category information;
receiving (309) a response from the content
marking service with the categories for the con-
tent object; and
adding (311) a category field to the content ob-
ject, the category field including the categories.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
discarding (305) the content object in response to
the check of the content object indicating that the
content object is not authentic.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
discarding (305) the content object in response to
the check of the content object indicating that there
is not a pending interest for the content object.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the category field is
a type length value (TLV).

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
storing the content object and categories in a local
content store.

6. A network device implementing a method for mark-
ing content objects with a category at a content mark-
ing node in a content centric networking, CCN, net-
work, where the content marking node has a network
interface with a network that is separately adminis-
tered from the CCN network, the network device
comprising:
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a non-transitory computer-readable medium
(818) having stored therein a marker module
(836A); and
a network processor (812) coupled to the non-
transitory computer-readable medium, the net-
work processor configured to execute the mark-
er module, the marker module configured to re-
ceive a content object on the network interface,
to check whether the content object is authentic
and if there is a pending interest for the content
object, to send a request to a content marking
service to obtain categories for the content ob-
ject using a CCN name matching the destination
address and network of the content object for
querying category information, to receive a re-
sponse from the content marking service with
the categories for the content object, and to add
a category field to the content object, the cate-
gory field including the categories.

7. The network device of claim 6, wherein the network
processor is further configured to execute the mark-
ing module that is configured to discard the content
object in response to the check of the content object
indicating that the content object is not authentic.

8. The network device of claim 6, wherein the network
processor is further configured to execute a marking
module further that is configured to discarding the
content object in response to the check of the content
object indicating that there is not a pending interest
for the content object.

9. The network device of claim 6, wherein the category
field is a type length value, TLV.

10. The network device of claim 6, wherein the network
processor is further configured to execute the mark-
ing module that is configured to store the content
object and categories in a local content store.

11. A computing device implementing a plurality of vir-
tual machines for implementing network function vir-
tualization, NFV, wherein a virtual machine from the
plurality of virtual machines is configured to execute
a method for marking content objects with a category
at a content marking node in a content centric net-
working, CCN, network, where the content marking
node has a network interface with a network that is
separately administered from the CCN network, the
computing device comprising the network device as
claimed in any one of claims 6 to 10.

12. A control plane device to implement at least one cen-
tralized control plane for a software defined network,
SDN, the centralized control plane configured to ex-
ecute a method for marking content objects with a
category at a content marking node in a content cen-

tric networking, CCN, network, where the content
marking node has a network interface with a network
that is separately administered from the CCN net-
work, the control plane device comprising the net-
work device as claimed in any one of claims 6 to 10.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Markieren von Inhaltsobjekten mit ei-
ner Kategorie an einem Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten
in einem inhaltszentrierten Netzwerk, CCN-Netz-
werk, wobei der Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten eine
Netzwerkschnittstelle mit einem Netzwerk aufweist,
das getrennt von dem CCN-Netzwerk verwaltet ist,
wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Empfangen (301) eines Inhaltsobjekts an der
Netzwerkschnittstelle;
Prüfen (303), ob das Inhaltsobjekt authentisch
ist und ob ein anhängiges Interesse an dem In-
haltsobjekt besteht;
Senden (307) einer Anfrage unter Verwendung
eines CCN-Namens, der mit der Zieladresse
und dem Zielnetzwerk des Inhaltsobjekts über-
einstimmt, an einen Inhaltsmarkierungsdienst,
um Kategorien für das Inhaltsobjekt zu erhalten,
um Kategorieinformationen abzufragen;
Empfangen (309) einer Antwort von dem In-
haltsmarkierungsdienst mit den Kategorien für
das Inhaltsobjekt; und
Hinzufügen (311) eines Kategoriefelds zu dem
Inhaltsobjekt, wobei das Kategoriefeld die Ka-
tegorien einschließt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner den Schritt
umfasst:
Verwerfen (305) des Inhaltsobjekts als Reaktion auf
die Prüfung des Inhaltsobjekts, die anzeigt, dass das
Inhaltsobjekt nicht authentisch ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner den Schritt
umfasst:
Verwerfen (305) des Inhaltsobjekts als Reaktion auf
die Prüfung des Inhaltsobjekts, die anzeigt, dass
kein anhängiges Interesse an dem Inhaltsobjekt be-
steht.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Kategorie-
feld ein Typ-Länge-Wert-Format (TLV-Format) auf-
weist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner den Schritt
umfasst:
Speichern des Inhaltsobjekts und der Kategorien in
einem lokalen Inhaltsspeicher.

6. Netzwerkvorrichtung, die ein Verfahren zum Markie-
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ren von Inhaltsobjekten mit einer Kategorie an einem
Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten in einem inhaltszentrier-
ten Netzwerk, CCN-Netzwerk, implementiert, wobei
der Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten eine Netzwerk-
schnittstelle mit einem Netzwerk aufweist, das ge-
trennt von dem CCN-Netzwerk verwaltet ist, wobei
die Netzwerkvorrichtung umfasst:

ein nicht-transitorisches computerlesbares Me-
dium (818) mit einem darin gespeicherten Mar-
kermodul (836A); und
einen Netzwerkprozessor (812), der mit dem
nichttransitorischen computerlesbaren Medium
gekoppelt ist, wobei der Netzwerkprozessor da-
zu konfiguriert ist, das Markermodul auszufüh-
ren, wobei das Markermodul dazu konfiguriert
ist, ein Inhaltsobjekt an der Netzwerkschnittstel-
le zu empfangen, zu prüfen, ob das Inhaltsobjekt
authentisch ist und ob ein anhängiges Interesse
an dem Inhaltsobjekt besteht, eine Anfrage un-
ter Verwendung eines CCN-Namens, der mit
der Zieladresse und dem Zielnetzwerk des In-
haltsobjekts übereinstimmt, an einen Inhalts-
markierungsdienst zu senden, um Kategorien
für das Inhaltsobjekt zu erhalten, um Kategorie-
informationen abzufragen, eine Antwort von
dem Inhaltsmarkierungsdienst mit den Katego-
rien für das Inhaltsobjekt zu empfangen, und
dem Inhaltsobjekt ein Kategoriefeld hinzuzufü-
gen, wobei das Kategoriefeld die Kategorien
einschließt.

7. Netzwerkvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei der
Netzwerkprozessor ferner zum Ausführen des Mar-
kierungsmoduls konfiguriert ist, das dazu konfigu-
riert ist, das Inhaltsobjekt als Reaktion auf die Prü-
fung des Inhaltsobjekts, die anzeigt, dass das In-
haltsobjekt nicht authentisch ist, zu verwerfen.

8. Netzwerkvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei der
Netzwerkprozessor ferner zum weiteren Ausführen
eines Markierungsmoduls konfiguriert ist, das dazu
konfiguriert ist, das Inhaltsobjekt als Reaktion auf die
Prüfung des Inhaltsobjekts, die anzeigt, dass kein
anhängiges Interesse an dem Inhaltsobjekt besteht,
zu verwerfen.

9. Netzwerkvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei das
Kategoriefeld ein Typ-Länge-Wert-Format, TLV-
Format aufweist.

10. Netzwerkvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei der
Netzwerkprozessor ferner zum Ausführen des Mar-
kierungsmoduls konfiguriert ist, das dazu konfigu-
riert ist, das Inhaltsobjekt und die Kategorien in ei-
nem lokalen Inhaltsspeicher zu speichern.

11. Rechenvorrichtung, die eine Vielzahl von virtuellen

Maschinen zum Implementieren von Network Func-
tion Virtualization, NFV, implementiert, wobei eine
virtuelle Maschine aus der Vielzahl von virtuellen
Maschinen dazu konfiguriert ist, ein Verfahren zum
Markieren von Inhaltsobjekten mit einer Kategorie
an einem Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten in einem in-
haltszentrierten Netzwerk, CCN-Netzwerk, auszu-
führen, wobei der Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten eine
Netzwerkschnittstelle mit einem Netzwerk aufweist,
das getrennt von dem CCN-Netzwerk verwaltet ist,
wobei die Rechenvorrichtung die Netzwerkvorrich-
tung nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 10 umfasst.

12. Steuerebenenvorrichtung zum Implementieren min-
destens einer zentralisierten Steuerebene für ein
software-defined Network, SDN, wobei die zentrali-
sierte Steuerebene dazu konfiguriert ist, ein Verfah-
ren zum Markieren von Inhaltsobjekten mit einer Ka-
tegorie an einem Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten in einem
inhaltszentrierten Netzwerk, CCN-Netzwerk, auszu-
führen, wobei der Inhaltsmarkierungsknoten eine
Netzwerkschnittstelle mit einem Netzwerk aufweist,
das getrennt von dem CCN-Netzwerk verwaltet ist,
wobei die Steuerebenenvorrichtung die Netzwerk-
vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 10 um-
fasst.

Revendications

1. Procédé de marquage d’objets de contenu avec une
catégorie au niveau d’un nœud de marquage de con-
tenu dans un réseau à réseautage centré sur le con-
tenu, CCN, où le nœud de marquage de contenu a
une interface réseau avec un réseau qui est admi-
nistré séparément du réseau CCN, le procédé com-
prenant les étapes consistant à :

recevoir (301) un objet de contenu sur l’interface
réseau ;
vérifier (303) si l’objet de contenu est authenti-
que et s’il y a un intérêt en cours pour l’objet de
contenu ;
envoyer (307) une demande à un service de
marquage de contenu pour obtenir des catégo-
ries pour l’objet de contenu en utilisant un nom
CCN concordant avec l’adresse de destination
et le réseau de l’objet de contenu pour recher-
cher des informations de catégorie ;
recevoir (309) une réponse du service de mar-
quage de contenu avec les catégories pour l’ob-
jet de contenu ; et
ajouter (311) un champ de catégorie à l’objet de
contenu, le champ de catégorie incluant les ca-
tégories.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :
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rejeter (305) l’objet de contenu en réponse à la vé-
rification de l’objet de contenu indiquant que l’objet
de contenu n’est pas authentique.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :
rejeter (305) l’objet de contenu en réponse à la vé-
rification de l’objet de contenu indiquant qu’il n’y a
pas un intérêt en cours pour l’objet de contenu.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
champ de catégorie est un type longueur valeur
(TLV).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :
stocker l’objet de contenu et les catégories dans une
mémoire de contenu locale.

6. Dispositif réseau implémentant un procédé de mar-
quage d’objets de contenu avec une catégorie au
niveau d’un nœud de marquage de contenu dans un
réseau à réseautage centré sur le contenu, CCN, où
le nœud de marquage de contenu a une interface
réseau avec un réseau qui est administré séparé-
ment du réseau CCN, le dispositif réseau
comprenant :

un support non transitoire lisible par ordinateur
(818) dans lequel est stocké un module de mar-
quage (836A) ; et
un processeur de réseau (812) couplé au sup-
port non transitoire lisible par ordinateur, le pro-
cesseur de réseau configuré pour exécuter le
module de marquage, le module de marquage
configuré pour recevoir un objet de contenu sur
l’interface réseau, pour vérifier si l’objet de con-
tenu est authentique et s’il y a un intérêt en cours
pour l’objet de contenu, pour envoyer une de-
mande à un service de marquage de contenu
pour obtenir des catégories pour l’objet de con-
tenu en utilisant un nom CCN concordant avec
l’adresse de destination et le réseau de l’objet
de contenu pour rechercher des informations de
catégorie, pour recevoir une réponse du service
de marquage de contenu avec les catégories
pour l’objet de contenu, et pour ajouter un
champ de catégorie à l’objet de contenu, le
champ de catégorie incluant les catégories.

7. Dispositif réseau selon la revendication 6, dans le-
quel le processeur de réseau est en outre configuré
pour exécuter le module de marquage qui est con-
figuré pour rejeter l’objet de contenu en réponse à
la vérification de l’objet de contenu indiquant que
l’objet de contenu n’est pas authentique.

8. Dispositif réseau selon la revendication 6, dans le-

quel le processeur de réseau est en outre configuré
pour exécuter un module de marquage qui est en
outre configuré pour rejeter l’objet de contenu en ré-
ponse à la vérification de l’objet de contenu indiquant
qu’il n’y a pas d’intérêt en cours pour l’objet de con-
tenu.

9. Dispositif réseau selon la revendication 6, dans le-
quel le champ de catégorie est un type longueur va-
leur, TLV.

10. Dispositif réseau selon la revendication 6, dans le-
quel le processeur de réseau est en outre configuré
pour exécuter le module de marquage qui est con-
figuré pour stocker l’objet de contenu et les catégo-
ries dans une mémoire de contenu locale.

11. Dispositif informatique implémentant une pluralité de
machines virtuelles pour implémenter une virtualisa-
tion de fonction réseau, NFV, dans lequel une ma-
chine virtuelle parmi la pluralité de machines virtuel-
les est configurée pour exécuter un procédé de mar-
quage d’objets de contenu avec une catégorie au
niveau d’un nœud de marquage de contenu dans un
réseau à réseautage centré sur le contenu, CCN, où
le nœud de marquage de contenu a une interface
réseau avec un réseau qui est administré séparé-
ment du réseau CCN, le dispositif informatique com-
prenant le dispositif réseau tel que revendiqué dans
l’une quelconque des revendications 6 à 10.

12. Dispositif de plan de commande pour implémenter
au moins un plan de commande centralisé pour un
réseau défini par logiciel, SDN, le plan de commande
centralisé configuré pour exécuter un procédé de
marquage d’objets de contenu avec une catégorie
au niveau d’un nœud de marquage de contenu dans
un réseau à réseautage centré sur le contenu, CCN,
où le nœud de marquage de contenu a une interface
réseau avec un réseau qui est administré séparé-
ment du réseau CCN, le dispositif de plan de com-
mande comprenant le dispositif réseau tel que re-
vendiqué dans l’une quelconque des revendications
6 à 10.
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